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Topic ~ The Planet Atlantis Training Ground ~ Its Purpose Now, And For The New Illusion 

 

The topic that we were to discuss is that which is commonly referred to from this end as 

The Planet Atlantis. It is used, this name Atlantis, for this particular training ground as a 

frame of reference for those of you on the plane now, and many giving information 

from this end will use the frame of reference of The Planet Atlantis. 

 

You may, on occasion, hear other names given to this concept that we are going to 

describe to you and this particular training ground, its purpose, but as you hear different 

names, as you look at the way it is described, you will see that the names all refer to the 

same training ground. For the use of this word Atlantis for this particular planet is to aid 

in the understanding that most seeking higher levels of awareness would associate with 

that time frame of Atlantis from ten thousand years ago when The Atlantean Illusion was 

completed, and because this training ground has particular connections to The Atlantean 

Illusion, it is therefore used for greater understanding. 

 

The Atlantis illusion lasted approximately, on your earth plane, fifty thousand plane 

years. However, it was divided into three major sub-illusions. Understand that that 

which is The Shifting of the earth on its axis, about to occur, is a changing of illusions, 

and this means that that which is now will be different than it is now when the earth 

does its shifting, and that The New Illusion, then, will take its frame of reference from 

this illusion, so that your frame of reference for the changing of this illusion into the new 

is the prior illusion which is that of Atlantis. 

 

It is important to understand that there are very significant and critical electromagnetic 

and vibrational connections between one illusion and the next illusion, and that there are 

obligations on the part of those who are in the current illusion to help in the transference 

of that energy into The New Illusion. Thus, it was in Atlantis that in the final time of the 

illusion, there was the utilization of a particular planet not known currently to your earth 

scientists. It is right there in the what you call sky ~ however, seen only by some, not by 

all. 

 

What occurred, then, was that the planet was established as a transmitter and it has 

particular energies that assist in the current pyramid structures on the plane in the 

transference of energy into those twelve geographic areas newly aligned for The New 

Illusion that have yet to be known totally by those of you on the plane, but these 

geographic areas will be the location of the new structures that will replace the pyramid 

structures. 

 

They will be of a different shape. However, their function will be exactly that of that 

which the pyramids have had, that is to store energy and knowledge and to transmit it as 

needed. Whether those of you on the plane are consciously, or subconsciously, aware of 
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the asking and the needing of the energy, it is nonetheless given. The energy structures, 

that which you know as pyramids, keep primarily the force field aligned on the earth 

plane, the electromagnetic field, and as the Earth planet is about to shift, its energies and 

vibration will change, and as a result of that, it will need a new webbing effect, if you 

will, to help to maintain its vibration. 

 

Now, what has occurred, then, is that in the parting time of The Atlantean Illusion, there 

was connections made with what is considered, for your frame of reference, a midpoint, 

that which would serve as an intermediary between the pyramid structures and the new 

structures in the illusion that is to come. And currently, what is occurring on the plane is 

that the energy is transferring into very specific geographic areas, but in order for this to 

occur, it must go onto this planet which is referred to as Atlantis and be directed to its 

appropriate geographic and vibrational area. 

 

And therefore, what occurs is the knowledge that is necessary to be transferred from the 

pyramids into the new structures are then synthesized in their appropriate manner on this 

Planet Atlantis. Now. Once that synthesis occurs, it is then transferred to the appropriate 

geographic areas on the plane to be housed within a particular vibrational encasement 

that is given to this energy on this planet that protects it until the time of its being 

implanted into the new structures. 

 

Now, on The Planet Atlantis are energies who have manifested, you see. It is a training 

ground, just as The Planet Earth, the earth plane. And The Planet Atlantis is considered a 

part of the total earth plane experience, unlike being in other training grounds that are 

not connected with the earth plane but have their own type of training. The Planet 

Atlantis has a very strong connection. Energies who incarnate on The Planet Atlantis are 

there for very specific learning experiences, for they have requested to have the ability to 

work with energy in a way that is quite different than any of you would experience on 

The Planet Earth. 

 

And their obligation ~ and it is a very strong obligation, ~ is at the time of illusion 

changes, to make certain that the balancing occurs. It is a very delicate balance for, if you 

would say, one slip and the balance is out of order. And they are thus trained in 

appropriate energy transferences. They are also working closely with those who, on the 

planet, are charged with the responsibility of building the new structures during the time 

of the illusion change. It is they who will help in the energy through thought and other 

types of situations to immediately construct those new structures. 

 

For while all who choose to remain are in the shelters, and it is a very short time frame 

as measured on the plane, the structures must be completed and it must be done in a 

very synchronized manner, and in a very short time, as measured on the plane, for the 

new structures will be constructed. And once all is in place, the pyramids will simply 

dissolve and all of the energy will be, therefore, now in the new structures. 
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The Planet Atlantis houses the Soul memories of the Illusion of Atlantis. Now, when The 

New Illusion begins there will be a new name for this planet, for The New Illusion will 

have different references, and this planet, then, as it now houses the Soul memories of 

The Atlantean Illusion will now house the Soul memories of this illusion that has been 

since Atlantis. 

 

It is all very orderly, and this is the way in which it occurs from illusion to illusion, so that 

there is a sense of order. It is why so many on the plane currently have such a strong 

sense of Atlantis, for it is the most current past illusion. And the connections that you 

have with The Planet Atlantis are very considerable and very strong. Many, many, many 

on the plane currently, and many of you in this gathering have come and gone, when 

you go into your meditations, into the electromagnetic field of The Planet Atlantis. It is 

an easy connection to make, and for many of you, you spend a great deal of your time, 

actually, working with those who have specifically been assigned to Atlantis for their 

incarnation to learn more of your own energies and abilities to use your own vibrational 

field. 

 

Thus, this is the concept of that which is The Planet Atlantis. It is quite a simple concept 

actually, but contains activity of a high intensity and very significant learning. Any who 

are out of The One can choose to go into, in this case, The Planet Atlantis, but this 

particular intermediary planet from illusion to illusion, and many, many have chosen to 

do this. So, it is available for all to incarnate on. 

 

You will begin to see certain manifestations, this is perhaps the best way to describe it, 

that occur predictably at this point in an illusion change that relates to the connector 

planet, Atlantis in this case. The connector planet, as it begins to do the exchange of 

energy and knowledge that goes from one illusion into the next, will begin to present 

certain knowledge that is available to you that is not ordinarily as easily available as it is, 

except at this point in the illusion change. This means that you have a greater availability 

in your meditations to connect with the energy that is surrounding you now that is not 

ordinarily there, as knowledge is being transferred from one geographic area to another. 

 

This geographic area in which you find yourselves now, and that which is where Terra 

Lux is located, is considered, as you say, a safe zone, but it is also one of the geographic 

areas in which a new structure will be constructed. Therefore, those who would be in 

this vibration would be especially able to pick up information. It would be much like you 

would be having a radio in which you would be going from channel to channel, you see, 

and picking up different words and different thoughts. And this is available to you in a 

most interesting phenomena, for you would have a greater frequency. Just as when you 

have this frequency with the radio that allows you to pick up more channels than you 

ordinarily do, so too is this situation now presented to you. 

 

Once the illusion has made its changeover, then the electromagnetic field will begin to 

settle in and then the necessary knowledge that is needed for this particular illusion 

coming, will settle in, and you will then have availability to that particular set of 
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information and that type of knowledge. Now, it is almost a freeform, as you would call 

it, and a most enjoyable time on the earth plane, I am told by those who are plugging 

into this field of knowledge. Some of this that you pick up may appear to be very trivial. 

You may have insights into certain behaviors and activities from the Atlantean time. It 

may be a life that you have experienced. You may almost see, then, a picture of 

something that was ~ perhaps the way in which you lived in a particular time and the 

type of house, shall we say, or structure in which you placed your encasement, for there 

were not always houses in Atlantis. 

 

You will begin to have those types of insights, and it will aid those of you who move 

into The New Illusion, for it will give you a smoothing effect of the illusion you most 

remember from the most current past, the current illusion in which you find yourselves, 

and The New Illusion in which you are about to move into. Illusion changes present 

most interesting behaviors and attitude changes, and this is what this connector planet 

has as its main assignment, is to ease in that changeover. We have given quite a bit of 

information, and as many of you know, we prefer now to have some conversation 

rather than us simply giving out all this information. We would take questions relating to 

this topic. 

 

In The Planet Atlantis, Do They Live In A Social Environment? 

 

It is an energy. It is not an encasement as you know it on the earth plane. However, 

there is a form to it. It is not simply without form, but not as heavily encased, for the 

need to move about is far greater, and therefore, the encasement allows for movement 

from that particular planet into the earth itself, and they move back and forth. There are 

several here in this vibration now bidding you hello. They are very bright beings and you 

may feel the energy is in this area here, that they are here. They move back and forth 

very easily. 

 

In The New Structures That Will Be Formed On This Planet, Will There Be A Grid System? 

 

You talked about the new structures that will be formed on this planet in the changeover, and I 
heard there was a grid system. Is that the same thing, or is this something different? 

 

Yes. It is the same descriptive. The twelve major pyramids currently on the plane have 

what you would refer to as a grid that essentially encircles and then moves all around, it 

completely crosses and interchanges, and all of this, small, small threads of energy, so 

that if you were to be able to see it, you would see what might appear to be best 

described as mesh. 

 

And this has the purpose of holding together, not the physical planet, but the illusion? 

 

Yes. Yes, my son. That is exactly what it does, for the physical planet is an illusion, and 

yes, the illusion itself is held together by energy, the electromagnetic mesh. Thus, it is so 
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very critical that this Planet Atlantis perform its job properly, for the new mesh, or the 

new grid, must be that which is appropriate for The New Illusion, and all of the games 

that must be played out in The New Illusion, the different tools available, the different 

ways of working through your lessons, and all that you have chosen to take on in the 

earth plane. The lessons do not change in any way. It is simply the way in which you 

work through them that change. 

 

Can People See The Atlanteans? I See Gold Figures In Different Powerful Groups Hanging Around 

 

Yes. Yes, my love. Yes, indeed. What you experience is this phenomena that we were just 

referring to, in that the frequency, because of this time in the illusion, there is much that 

is out in the electromagnetic field that is not ordinarily out there. And thus, you are 

seeing many, many like playbacks, you see, and if you truly concentrate and work with 

your guides, in your meditation, you could actually connect into that particular flow of 

energy and bring yourself right into that experience and actually work with those who 

you would be seeing, you see. So, if you are seeing these particular energy forms as they 

were in Atlantis you could indeed connect with them in your meditations. 

 

A Question From Someone Who Witnessed A Manifestation Of The Planet Atlantis 

 

A while back I saw lights in the sky, and they would wait for me and I would follow them. I felt like 
they were bringing me to a place where I was very afraid. It was like late at night and I was walking 
at night through the woods, through peoples' yards. Were they bringing me to a specific place? 

 

Ah, indeed. You are experiencing a manifestation of The Planet Atlantis itself. As it moves 

about it has what we refer to most easily as satellites. These appear to be small lights and 

they are moving about doing their particular work, and they play sometimes also. They 

are very playful. For they have, not just a very serious job, this transference of energy, 

but they are also lighthearted, for they know that they prepare for a new illusion. 

 

You would perhaps want to speak with (Name given) who is here with this ~archaic form 

of recording images, for she has experiences to relate to you that will support that which 

you have been seeing, and you will know that you are not crazy. 

 

Is there any chance that I have been able to take a picture of the Atlanteans that are here? 

 

There is the strong possibility that there may be manifestations on this tape that you have 

in the form of gold light. 

 

Why are they here tonight? 

 

They have come to say hello. And they knew that we would be discussing them, and 

they were curious to hear the discussion. That is from the social aspect. They are most 
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social, as you would call it, but more significantly, they are here, for they have been 

doing work and we gave them a lunch break. ☺  

 

Not coffee. 

 

They have other forms of sustenance for their encasement. Understand that the total 

earth plane phenomena have as its dimension, addictions. This is one of the primary 

conditions of the earth plane, this addiction, and so their addictions are different in The 

Planet Atlantis. Nonetheless, they are there. They just have different forms, so that your 

~ there is the equivalent, shall we say, of your coffee and other substances that go into 

the encasement. Thus, we have given them this time to feed their own addictions. ☺  

 

A Discussion Of The White Brotherhood 

 

When there are things written about the White Brotherhood, is that what you are referring to? 
There is a lot of writings about the White Brotherhood and books and groups that speak about 
that type of thing. 

 

We make a connection to the definition on the plane of that which you give as White 

Brotherhood, and it is not that which we are discussing now. It is another type of 

situation that comes out of one of the other kingdoms. It is not part of the kingdom in 

which Amelius is charged with. Just for your own quick reference, for we have discussed 

this in the past. 

 

The Universe in its attempt to maintain order has five kingdoms, each working 

harmoniously together, and each has a head of the kingdom. Amelius is the head of this 

particular kingdom. The other four have their own head, and each is charged with 

certain types of responsibilities, just as you would have departments within one 

grouping, all working toward the same goal. So, that which you speak comes under the 

responsibility of another and not one in which we involve ourselves with ~ valid, 

nonetheless, my love, for the appropriate audiences to whom it would present itself. 

 

Is There A Way That We Could More Elegantly Work With These Atlanteans? 

 

Ah. Elegantly. Yes, indeed. Yes. For that is a most appropriate choice, descriptive, for 

many, you see, in meditation, go into a meditation, and they are all so serious about it, 

you know, and want very much to find out what went on in a particular situation, let us 

say, in Atlantis during a lifetime. And thus, they go in and they do this, and they 

determine that they will do this, and they do it all very, very systematically, but there is 

an elegance that can be achieved in your meditations, my love. 

 

Technique That Works In Conjunction With The Connector Planet 
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As you are surrounding yourself with the protective White Light, as you go into your 

meditations, as you feel yourself protected, and as you are connecting at that level of 

consciousness, now bring into that a silver sparkling Light that surrounds the protective 

White Light. And as you bring in this silver, you begin to allow it to move all around 

your vibrational field, which is often referred to as the aura. Allow that infiltration of 

silver to occur, and as the silver occurs, it will bring you very softly and gently into that 

experience of a particular time in Atlantis, rather than simply jumpstarting and going and 

falling into it, you see. This now becomes very graceful, and you slowly move in, and 

you have this silver around you now, and this silver will say to those with whom you 

have connected that you do this gently and from a soft spirit. And that will be an 

elegance, my love. 

 

This technique is available, understand, to only at this time of, on the plane, during 

illusion changes, and that it works in conjunction with the connector planet, Atlantis. It 

can be most lucrative in terms of knowledge gained that brings you into The New 

Illusion with a far greater insight into what actually occurred in the current illusion as it 

relates to The Atlantean Illusion, and gives you a far greater stronghold of knowledge to 

assist in the setting up of The New Illusion, for it will take some time for The New 

Illusion to be set up properly. 

 

How Can We Focus Our Attention To Step Up Our Vibration? 

 

Is there some area that we could focus our attention in terms of stepping up our vibration, or is 
there something that we can do to make it make the connection a little easier in the change to The 
New Illusion? 

 

It is all self-contained, my love. Only Self can do this, and as you consciously, as you do, 

concentrate in your meditations upon raising your own vibration, then it will occur. It is 

when there is no concentration on raising the vibration that things remain as they are. 

Thus, you do this. As you do it, your vibration increases, and as your vibration increases, 

you see the awarenesses to increase your vibration which then enables you to increase 

your vibration. 

 

A Question About How The Atlanteans Had Different Components Of Shelter, With Water 

 

You mentioned that they did not always live in houses. I have been dreaming off and on, it always 
seems to be the same, that in places in the water, it would be something built in the water's table ~  

 

There are times during The Atlantean Illusion, and remember that it was a very long 

illusion, that had different components of shelter, and there was a time in this illusion in 

which the connection to water was very significant, and the connection to The Water 

Planet, which is also part of the earth plane illusion, subject for another time, The Water 

Planet, that created certain what-you-would-call structures, houses, places in which 

energies would gather to rest the encasement, to renew the encasement. Renewal of the 

encasement in Atlantis was not always done with that which you now refer to as food. 
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There were other types of renewal, addictive in their own sense, nonetheless, but not, 

you know, hamburgers, french-fries ~ 

 

 Coke. 

 Pepsi. 

 

Any brand you would call it ~ as we get to know the earth plane in its final days in its 

illusion. It will not be taking those particular elements from the illusion now into the new 

one ~ there will be new. Understand that as one illusion changes into another, it takes 

with it that which is important from the old, as you now would call it the current 

illusion, into the new, so there will remain strong soul connections with the past illusion. 

 

This is why there is such a strong sense of Atlantis in the Soul of those on the plane now. 

Coming onto the plane in, shall we say, two thousand earth plane years, will be then the 

connection of this illusion, and there will be vague soul memories of Atlantis, just as we 

have given to some of you information of times spent prior to Atlantis. The desire is not 

as strong to know about anything prior to Atlantis for most on the plane. Thus, it will be 

in The New Illusion. 

 

We Have Reflections Now Of Atlantis ~ Reflections Of This Illusion In The Next One 

 

Many of you now, currently here, will find yourselves incarnated, once again, in two 

thousand earth plane years, having similar types of experiences as you have now, talking 

about this particular illusion and not talking about the Atlantean, for it will have a 

different name. In Atlantis, you know, they did not refer to themselves as Atlantis ~ 

Atlanteans. This has been given as the name most appropriate for this illusion, to refer 

back to that particular time frame, for many different reasons. It is a vibrational 

combination of intonations that when said, in any of the languages currently on the 

plane, emanates the same vibrational response. So, Atlantis in English or Atlantis in any 

other of the languages is the same vibrational intonation when it is spoken. Thus, it will 

be for The New Illusion a word referring to this illusion. 

 

So, you all have that to look forward to as you continue on your sojourn on the earth 

plane, as you enter in this New Illusion and try to connect back with this life that you are 

having right now. And many would not believe me in the statement that in some future 

life you will be wanting to connect with this life and wanting to know all about it, and 

thinking it to be a rather interesting life. So, enjoy it as you are living it, for when you go 

to reflect on it thousands of plane years from now, it will seem much different than it is 

now. It will be more reflective. So, enjoy it while you live it. It is most important that 

you have a sense of the life that you are living as history in the making, your own 

history, most important, for you will have access to your own memories of this lifetime, 

and it will be available to you through the connector planet. This is what the connector 

planet is all about. 
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How did you relate to Atlantis? 

 

Understand that in a particular illusion there are significant groupings of energy fields, 

and this particular energy field was what you might refer to as the forerunner of the 

illusion. So, when The Atlantean Illusion began, just as the one about to begin now, will 

occur, it will have components presented from the spirit world that will help in its 

development and its building and will establish that which you would call the spiritual 

groundwork that then, from that point, the illusion begins to spiral off. 

 

You see, the Atlantean experience was not just this land mass called Atlantis. It was the 

earth plane, you see. And just as on the earth plane now you have these so called 

countries, these land masses that house groups of energies, some predisposed to certain 

attitudes and others predisposed to other thoughts, this is the frame of reference of this 

particular group that you asked, but it was the spiritual foundation for the earth plane 

during that illusion, at the beginning of that illusion. 

 

Is that what we are referring to now as the changeover period, going into the ~ (Word unclear on 
tape) illusion from the prior illusion? 

 

That is correct. 

 

Just as we, or our children, will be the changeover into The New Illusion. 

 

That is correct. It is as simple as that. It is quite, quite simple. There is order in the way 

illusions change, and it is done so frequently, you know. It has been done for eternity. 

We have it down pat. ☺ 

 

Were the Phoenicians ~ do they have an Atlantean culture? They have always been in history 
books, not talked about too much, but then again, they did have a writing system and they did 
have many of the advantages. 

 

Understand that when we say that certain components of an illusion move into The New 

Illusion, it means then that whatever you would find in this illusion at the root of the 

illusion, or the beginnings of the illusion, have primarily two sources. It has a source that 

comes from the past illusion, which is the total Atlantean Illusion referred to in total as 

Atlantean, and it also has new components brought in from the storehouse of The 

Universe, as best as can be described, that are appropriate for that particular illusion that 

were not known in the prior illusion. So that some of the tools that you have available in 

this illusion came from The Atlantean Illusion, and some were in storage, if you will, to 

be brought in when this illusion came around again on the plane. 

 

Thus, it will be in The New Illusion, you will have components from this illusion going 

into the new one, and the illusion coming up has been on the plane one million years 

ago. All the illusions only take one million earth plane years to go around before they 
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come up again. Thus it is that the new one coming in will pull out of storage those tools 

and techniques appropriate to it, much like going back stage and getting the props for 

the new play. As simple as that. 

 

What Components Will Be Transferred To The New Illusion From This One? 

 

There will be certain scientific and certain metaphysical, as you would refer to it, 

concepts. There will be certain techniques that will be discovered between now and the 

illusion change, monumental in terms of scientific awareness currently on the plane, that 

are specifically planned for this point in an illusion, this particular illusion, that will bring 

knowledge into The New Illusion, certain techniques of using energy, certain techniques 

in learning how to control that which is called chromosomes. 

 

The New Illusion will present some very interesting lessons to be learned in terms of 

control over the human encasement, and the knowledge will be, as you would say, 

exponentially explored and expanded in The New Illusion that will enable certain 

reproductive ~ human reproductive abilities to be altered, to also take into The New 

Illusion a very strong sense of vibrational awareness, meaning that there is an awareness 

of one's own electromagnetic field, the etheric field, and the outer field that surrounds 

each energy form incarnating on the earth plane. And this will be assisted by The Planet 

Atlantis. Any of you who would want to take that awareness into The New Illusion will 

be able to, as best as we can say, order it from The Planet Atlantis, and it will come. For 

you know, you simply ask The Universe. It is as easy as that. 

 

There will be other types of aspects moving into The New Illusion that ~ geographic, 

actual physical aspects, some of that which are referred to as nature will remain. Others 

will not. They will move into the storehouse. They do not go away. They simply go into 

storage. 

 

This geographic area in which you find yourselves will become what you call tropical, 

and it will have greenery which is not quite what you would see as tropical currently on 

the plane, but as a frame of reference, can be described as very moist and very, very, 

very warm, but tolerable. And certain animals will change in their configuration, and that 

will be an evolutionary process which will occur rather rapidly but, nonetheless, it will be 

evolutionary in its process, necessary for The Animal Kingdom. The human form will 

change somewhat as the illusion moves along, but that will come as a result of one of the 

major reasons for this new illusion coming in, its existence. It is this that each illusion has 

a particular purpose, but that is discussion for another time, for we prepare now to 

depart. 

 

We have given you much, much information, and there is much more to give as you are 

ready to hear it, and this comes very rapidly now, unlike times earlier on the plane when 

energies such as yourselves were not ready to hear the information, now the time has 

accelerated. Thus, it will be as you need to know. There is some information that you do 

not need to know. It would simply clutter the mind and would clutter the vibration for 
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the work that truly needs to be done in the raising of the vibrational attunement. And 

there are some who would want to know all the details. It is not necessary at this time. 

You will know soon enough as it approaches. 

 

We have sent them back to work, as we prepare for departure now. Relax your inner 

sense of Self and focus the beauty of your energy upon that which is referred to as the 

Solar Plexus, the Energy Center, and feel the beauty of Self surrounding this Energy 

Center. Feel the softness of Self, the gentleness and the strength of Self, and keep this 

energy field protected, with the beauty, the gentleness, the softness and the strength of 

Self. And now fill the encasement with the beauty of Self, filling the entire encasement. 

Slowly now, very slowly allow the beauty of Self to move out of the encasement and 

into the general vibration and surround each other with the beauty of each other and 

feel the merging of energies. Feel the strength of the unity of energy. 

 

We send to you all the very Highest of the White Light from the very Highest of the 

Kingdom of Amelius. 

 

 


